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LED digital signage displays had to be fit for purpose for the port and sea area.
They had to be easily manageable and deeply integrated into the third-party
software to reach the goal of deep automation.

Customer
Hansab AS

Project
Smart Port Solution

Location
Port of Tallinn, Estonia
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to take next actions. Passengers need to make decisions
at the right time to drive towards right destination.
LED digital signage displays had to be fit for purpose for
the port and sea area. They also had to be easily
manageable and deeply integrated into the third-party
software to reach the goal of deep automation.

Our Solution
The project at hand was a massive undertaking. End-client got
LED message boards with capabilities that we think they could
not imagine at the time. As there are not many manufacturers
who could provide such modern content management options
within the rugged design.
We provided various sizes of our displays to be set up in the
testing area, just to convince the project team. Just to make the
decision making easier. That gave the valuable option for the
project team to make decisions on the various sizes of displays
they needed and for developers to get a grasp of the possibilities.
Delivered solution is suitable for use at the port conditions. Display
information helps direct the passengers safely to their destination.
With high quality and deeply integrated into their software. Our
software-based communication protocol provides easy and
seamless integration to Nortal software.

Delivery
First delivery to Terminal A in 2016
Terminal D displays were delivered in 2017

Our Deliverables
Hardware for Terminal A

Software

Hardware for Terminal D

30 pcs. - DR-720×720 P8
13 pcs. - DR-1040×660 P6
25 pcs. - DR-1040×720 P10
10 pcs. - DR-1040×1040 P10
19 pcs. - DR-2000×1040 P10

AmpronLED Software

25 pcs. - DR-1040×660 P6
15 pcs. - DR-1040×720 P10
16 pcs. - DR-1040×1040 P10
58 pcs. - DR-2000×1040 P10
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